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§ 1. In the same way as SCHUBERT. Kalkül der abzählenden Geometrie. 
§ 22. where the elementary numbers of the quadratic surface by means of 
degenerations have been determined. we indieate by p. the condition th at 
the quadratic surface pass through a given point. by e that it touch a 
given plane. by y that it touch a given straight line. by cp aquadratic 
surface that is degenerate in a double degree~plane containing a single 
rank~conie which is at the same time a single c1ass~conie and by 'Ijl a 
quadratie surface whieh is degenerate in two single degree~planes of 
whieh the intersection is a double rank~line containing two single 
c1ass~poin ts. 

In what follows three numbers are supposed to be known. viz. p.9 = 1. 
p.8e = 3 and p.8y = 2. 

§ 2. The system p.7. 
Let us suppose the two~dimensional set of the quadratic surfaces F2 

that pass through seven given points Al' ... A7 to be represented pro~ 
jectively on the points of a plane a. This representation does not 
possess any singular e1ements. A line of a is the image of a pencil of 
surfaces F2. The systems of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane. 
resp. a given line. are represented on a cubie. resp. aconie. Consequently 
p.7e2 = 9. p.7ye = 6 and p.7y2 = 4. 

§ 3. The system p.6. 
We suppose the three~dimensional set of the quadratie surfaces F2 

that pass through six given points Al' ... A6 to be projectively repre~ 
sented on the points of a linear three-dimensional space R3' 

The planes Al A 2 A3 and A4 A5 A6 form a pair of plan es th at is a 
part of 00

2 degenerations 'Ijl that are represented in one point H 23 • 

Accordingly our representation has ten cardinal points Hik (i. k = 2 .... 6; 
i ~ kl. 

A plane in R3 is the image of a net of surfaces F2 and a line in R3 
is the image of a pencil of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 th at touch a given plane a. is repre~ 
sented on a cubie surface FI< that has single points in Hik. We prove 
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the latter by cutting F~ by a line a that passes e.g. through H23 and 
is. accordingly. the image of a pencil of quadratic surfaces F2 to which 
the pair of plan es Al A 2 A3, A4 A5 A6 be1ongs. This pencil contains two 
non-degenerate surfaces F2 that touch a. Consequently F2 is cut by a 

outside H23 in two points. 
The system of the surfaces F2 th at touch two given plan es a and fJ. 

is represented on the curve of intersection k~i3 of Fe< and Fi" which is 
of the ninth order and has single points in Hik. 

ka,g cuts F.r outside the cardinal points in 17 more points. Hence: 
fJ-6(/ = 17. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on aquadratic cone KI. The image surface is quadratic because a pencil 
of quadratic surfaces contains two individuals that touch a given 
straight line. Let TI be the image of the surface F2 that contains 1. 
A line r through TI is the image of a pen ei I of surfaces F2 to which 
belongs the surface F2 that contains 1. Now as a rule this pencil does 

I 

not contain any surface that touches 1. Accordingly r has no point 
outside TI in common with the image surface. The image surface is. 
therefore. aquadratic cone with vertex in TI. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines 1 and m. 
is represented on the biquadratic curve of intersection klm of the surfaces 
g and Fm. Neither klm nor g pass through Hik. 

The intersection of k~p and FI. of klm and F~ and of klm and Fn gives 
the numbers fJ-6 ye2 = 18. fJ-6y2e = 12 and fJ-6 y 3 = 8. 

§ 4. The system fJ-5 . 

We suppose the four-dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through Bve given points Al .... A5' to be projectively re
presented on the points of a linear four-dimensional space R4' 

With any plane through A4 A5 the plane Al A 2 A3 forms a pair of 
planes that is a part of (X>2 degenerations '1/'. This system of (X>3 degene
rations 'I/' is represented on a cardinal line h1s . EVidently the representa
tion has ten cardinal lines hik (i. k = 1 •... 5; i -::f k). Each of the 
cardinal lines. e.g. h46' is cut by three of the others. i.c. h 12 • h23 and hl3' 

A linear i-dimensional spa ce (i = 1. 2. 3) in R4 is the image of a 
linear i-dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is rep re
sented on a cubic space Q~ of which the lines hik are single lines. We 
prove the latter by cutting Qa by a line that cuts a line hik. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given planes a and fJ. 
is represented on the surface of intersection F "'I' of Q~ and QI" which 
is of the ninth degree and of which the lines hik are single lines. 

F"p is cut by Qr along the lines hik and a curve k";3r of the order 17. 
which is the image curve of the system of the surfaces F2 that touch 
th ree given plan es a. fJ and y. k~h cuts each of the lines hik in three 

63* 
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points. Por we can show that each of the planes Ai Ak Al is a part 
of three degenerate surfaces F2 that touch a, fJ and y. 

ku ,B'Y is cut by DJ outside cardinal points in 3. 17 - 10.3= 21 points. 
Hence: f1-s e4 = 21. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on aquadratic space Dl with a double line dl. dl is the image of the 
pencil of surfaces F2 that contain 1. Dl touches the lines hik. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines 1 and m. is 
represented on the surface of intersection F lm of Dl and Dm. which is 
of the fourth degree and has four double points viz. in the points of 
intersection of dl and Dm and in those of dm and Dl. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch three given lines 1. mand n. 
is represented on die curve of intersection klmn of Dl. Dm and D .. which 
is of the eighth order. 

Intersection of ku,3oy and Dl. of Fu,3 and gm. of k mn and D/X and of 
gm and Fno gives the numbers: f1- S 1' e3 = 34. f1-s y2 e2 = 36. f1-s y3 e = 24. 
and f1-s y4 = 16. 

§ 5. The system f1-4. 

We suppose the five-dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through four given points Al .... A4, to be projectively re
presented on the points of a linear five-dimensional space Rs. 

The plane AI A 2 A3 farms with any plane through A4 a pair of 
planes th at is a part of 00 2 degenerations lP. This system of 00

4 degene
rations lP is represented on a cardinal plane 0 4 , Our representation has 
four cardinal planes ai (i = 1 .... 4) of which any two have a point in 
comman. 

In the same way any plane through AI A 2 farms with any plane 
through A3 A4 a pair of planes th at is a part of 00 2 degenerations lP. 

This system of 00 4 degenerations lP is represented on a cardinal surface 
al which is quadratic because through two arbitrary points th ere pass 
two pairs of planes of which one plane passes through AI A 2• the other 
through A3 A4' Any line of one scroll of al is the image of a system 
of 00 3 degenerations lp which have a plane through AI A 2 in comman. 
and any line of the other scroll of al is the image of a system of 00 3 

degenerations lP that have a plane through A3 A4 in comman. The 
linear. three-dimensional space which contains al. is the image of the 
system of the 00 3 surfaces F2 that contain the lines AI A 2 and A3 A4' 
EVidently th ere are three quadratic cardinal surfaces a? (i = 1. 2. 3). 
Any of the plan es ai has a line in cam man with any of the surfaces 0/. 
Two surfaces ai2 have two points in comman each of which is a point 
of intersection of two planes ai. 

A linear i-dimensional space (i = 1. . . .. 4) in Rs is the image of a 
linear i-dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is rep re-
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sented on a cubic four~dimensional space iDa in whieh ai and 0/ are 
single. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given planes a and (J. 
is represented on the three-dimensional space Da" of the ninth degree 
whieh "DCI. and "DI' have in common and in whieh ai and ai 2 are single. 

DCI.,s has in common with "Dr the planes ai. the surfaces ai2 and a 
surface FCI."r of the degree 17 that is the image of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that touch three given plan es a. fJ and r. We can prove 
that FCl. j'r has three lines in common with any of the planes ai and 
th ree conies with any of the surfaces 01 2• 

FCI."r is cut by "D j along straight lines Iying in the planes ai. conies 
Iying in the surfaces 0/ and a curve kCl.'lrJ of the order 21 that is the 
image of the system of the surfaces F2 that touch four given plan es a. 
(3. rand ö. kCl."r} cuts each of the planes ai in three points and each 
of the surfaces ai2 in ten points. 

kCl.lJrJ is cut by "D, outside cardinal points in 21 .3 - 4.3 - 3. 10= 21 
points. Hence: #"e5 = 21. This number is equal to the dual number 
f.é e" already found. In the following §§ we shall derive only those numbers 
of which the dual numbers have not yet been determined. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line Z. is represented 
on a quadratie four~dimensional space "DI with a double plane ÖI that 
is the image of the system of the surfaces F2 that contain Z. "DI touches 
any of the planes ai along a line and any of the surfaces ai2 along aconie. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines Zand m. 
is represented on the biquadratie three~dimensional space Dim that "DI and 
"Dm have in common. Dim contains two double conies. viz. the inter
section of ÖI and "Dm. whieh is the image curve of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that contain Zand touch m. and the intersection of öm and 
1 DI. which is the image curve of the system of the surfaces F2 th at 
contain mand touch Z. Dim has one quadruple point of contact with any of 
the planes ai and two qnadruple points of contact with any of the surfaces 0/. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch three given lines Z. mand 
n. is represented on the surface of the eighth degree Flmn that "DI. 
"Dm and "Dn have in common. Flmn contains twelve double points. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch four given lines Z. m. n and 
o. is represented on the curve of the order sixteen klmno which "DI. "Dm. "Dn 
and "Do have in common. 

Intersection of kCl.,3r!J and "DI' of FCI.~r and DIm. of DCI." and Fzmn. of "DCI. and 
klmno and of "Dp and klmno gives the numbers: 

#"y e" = 42. #"y2e3 = 68. #"y 3e2 = 72. #"'yie = 48 and #"y 5 = 32. 

§ 6. The system #3. 

We suppose the six-dimensional system of the quadratie surfaces F2 
that pass through three given points Al' A 2 and A3' to be projectively 
represented on the points of a linear six-dimensional space R6' 
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Together with any plane AI A 2 A3 forms a pair of plan es that is a 
part of 00 2 degenerations 'Ijl. This system of 00 5 degenerations 'Ijl is 
represented on a linear three~dimensional cardinal space ~. 

Any plane through AI A 2 forms with any plane through A3 a pair of planes 
that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'Ijl. This system of 00 5 degenerations 
'Ijl is represented on a cubic three~dimensional cardinal space I 33. ~ l 
contains a system Slof OOi planes and a system S2 of 00 2 lines so 
that each plane of SI and each line of S2 cut each other. Any plane 
of SI is the image of a system of 00 4 degenerations 'Ijl that have a 
plane through AI A 2 in common and any line of S2 is the image of a 
system of 00 3 degenerations 'Ijl that have a plane through A3 in common. 
I l lies in a linear five~dimensional space which is the image of the 
system of the surfaces p2 that contain the line AI A 2. There are th ree 
cubic cardinal spa ces I i 3 (i = I, 2, 3). ~ i 3 bas in common with ~ a 
plane and a straight line, which is the intersection of the plan es that 
I k3 and ~ /3 have in common with ~. In the first place I i 3 and ~ k3 

have aquadratic surface in common that contains the lines which Ii 3 

and Ik3 have in common with ~ and in the second place the line that 
~ /3 has in common with ~ and that does not lie on the quadratic 
surface. Accordingly the three cubic cardinal spa ces have three lines 
in common. 

The plane AI A 2 A3 counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations cp 

that are represented in one point S which is the intersection of the 
common plan es of the cardinal spa ces ~ i 3 and ~. S is a single point 
of Ii 3• 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = I, ... ,5) in R6 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a, is represented 
on a cu bic five~dimensional space 5 Q" in which I and I i 3 are single 
and that has a double point in S. We · prove the latter by cutting 5Q" by 
a line a through S that is the image of a pencil of surfaces F2 which 
has a double conic through AI' A 2 and A3 as base curve. This pencil 
contains one surface that touches a given plane. Accordingly a cuts 
5 Q,.. outside S in one point. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line Z, is represented 
on a quadratic five~dimensional space 5 Q/ which touches I along a plane 
and each of the spaces I i 3 along a cubic surface, has a single point in 
S and contains a three~dimensional double space which is the image of 
the system of the planes F2 that contain Z. 

The system fJ-3 1'2 e3, i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch two 
given lines and three given planes, is represented on a curve k68 that 
is of the order 68 as its order must be equal to the number fJ-4 1'2 e3 

al ready found. k68 has a 32~fold point in S. For S is the image of the 
four degenerations cp that are formed by the plane AI A 2 A3 counted 
doubly and the four conics in it that cut the two given lines and touch 
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the three given planes. which degeneration must be counted eight times I). 
We can also show that k68 has no point in common with I and that 
it is cut byeach of the planes Z i 3 in six quadruple points. 

k68 cuts 5Q/ outside S and cardinal points in 2.68-1.32=104 points. 
Hence: f1-3 v3 e 3 = 104. 

In the same way we can examine the image curves of the systems 
f1-3 V3 e 2. f1-3V"e and f1-3v5. By cutting these by 5Q/ we find the numbers: 
f1-3 v" e 2 = 112. f1-3 v5 e = 80 and f1-3 v6 = 56. 

§ 7. The system p,2. 
We suppose the seven~dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces 

F2 that pass through two given points Al and A 2. to be projectively 
represented on the points of a linear seven~dimensional space R7' 

Any plane through Al A 2 forms with any other plane a pair of planes 
that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'l/l. This system of 00 6 degenerations 
'l/l is represented on a four~dimensional cardinal space 1 I" of the fourth 
degree. as through four arbitrary points there pass four pairs of plan es 
of which one plane passes through AI A 2 • 1 I" contains a system Slof 
001 linear three-dimensional spaces and a system S2 of 00 3 lines so that 
any space of SI cuts any line of S2' Any space of SI is the image of 
a system of 00 5 degenerations 'l/l that have a plane through AI A 2 in 
common. Any line of S2 is the image of a system of 00 3 degenerations 
'l/l that have a plane in common. which. as a rule. does not pass through 
,AI and A 2 • "I" lies in a linear six~dimensional spa ce which is the image 
of the system of ·the surfaces F2 that contain the line AI A 2. 

Likewise any plane through AI forms with any plane through A 2 a 
pair of planes that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'l/l. This system of 
00

6 degenerations 'l/l is represented on a four-dimensional cardinal space 
"I6 of the sixth degree. as through four arbitrary points th ere pass six 
pairs of planes of which one plane contains AI and the other A 2• "I 6 

contains two systems S' I and S' 2 of 00 2 planes of which any plane of S' I 
cuts any plane of S' 2' Each plane of S' I or S' 2 is the image of a system 
of 00" degenerations 'l/l that a plane through AI resp. A 2 have in 
common. ",2'" and "Z6 have two cubic three~dimensional spa ces in common. 
which are the images of the systems of 00 5 degenerations 'l/l of which 
one plane passes through AI A 2 and the other through AI resp. A 2• 

Any plane through AI A 2 counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations 
cp. This system of 00 6 degenerations cp is represented on a line s which 
the said cubic three~dimensional spa ces have in common. 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1 •...• 6) in R7 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is repre~ 
sented on a cubic six~dimensional space 6Q" in which "I" and iZ6 are 
single and s is a double line. 

I) Cf. ZEUTHEN. Lehrbuch der abziihlenden Geometrie. p. 351. 
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The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line I. is represented 
on a quadratic six~dimensional space 6Q/ that touches 4X 4 along a 
biquadratic three~dimensional space and 4 X 6 along a three~dimensional 
spa ce of the sixth degree. th at has s as single line and has a linear 
four~dimensional double space which is the image of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that contain I. 

The system f.1-2y4e2• i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch four 
given lines and two given planes. is represented on a curve kl12 that 
is of the order 1) 2 because its order is equal to the number f.1-3y 4e2 

already found. 
k112 is cut by s in 24 quadruple points. For there are 24 conics of 

which the planes pass through At A 2 and which cut the four given 
lines and touch the two given plan es I). Any of these conics together 
with its plane counted doubly. forms a degeneration rp that must be 
counted four times 2) and is. accordingly. represented in a quadruple 
point of k112 on s. We can further show that k112 has no point outside 
s in common with 4Q4 and th at it is cut outside s by 4Q6 in two sixteen~ 
fold points. 

kl12 cuts 6Q/ outside s and cardinal points in 2.112 - 1.96 = 128 
points. Hence: f.1-2 y 5e2 = 128. 

In the same way we can examine the image curves of the systems 
f.1-2 y 5e and f.1-2 y 6. By cutting these by 6Q/ we find the numbers: f.1-2y 6e = 
104 and f.1-2 y 7 = 80. 

§ 8. The system f.1-. 

We suppose the eight~dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through a given point A. to be projective1y represented on 
the points of a linear eight~dimensional space RB' 

Any plane through A forms with any other plane a pair of plan es 
th at is a part of 002 degenerations 1jJ. This system of 00 7 degenerations 
1jJ is represented on a five~dimensional cardinal space 5 XIO of the ten th 
degree. as through five arbitrary points there pass ten pairs of planes 
of which one plane passes through A. 5 X IO contains a system Slof 
00

2 linear three~dimensional spaces and a system S2 of 00 3 planes of 
which any space of SI cuts any plane of S2' Any space of SI is the 
image of a system of 00 5 degenerations 1jJ that have a plane through A 
in common. Any plane of S2 is the image of a system of 00 4 degene~ 

rations 1jJ that have a plane in common. which. as a rule. does not 
pass through A. 

Any plane through A counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations rp. 
This system of 00 7 degenerations rp is represented on a plane (J th at 
lies in 52:'0. 

I) Cf. SCHUBERT. Kalkül der abzählenden Geometrie. p. 95. where the number of conies 
1,2v'tf!2 = 24 is dedved. 

2) Cf: Note to § 6. 
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A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1 •. .. 7) in Rs is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is represented 
on a cubic seven~dimensional space 7Q" in which 52:10 is single and a is 
a double plane. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line I. is represented 
on a quadratic seven~dimensional space 7Q/ that touches 52:10 along a 
four~dimensional space of the tenth degree. a is a single planein 7 Q/ and 
7 Q/ contains a linear five~dimensional double space that is the image of 
the system of the surfaces p2 that contain 1. 

The system fJ-y6e. i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch six 
given lines and a given plane. is represented on a curve klO\ for 
fJ-2 y 6e = 104. klOi is cut by a in 52 double points and does not cut 52:

10 

outside a. kloi cuts 7Q/ outside a in 2.104 - 1.104 = 104 points. Hence: 

fJ-v7e = 104. 
The system fJ-v7 is represented on a curve kSO that is cut by a in 34 

double points and that does not cut 52:10• kSO cuts 7Q/ outside a in 
2.80 - 1.68 = 92 points. Hence: fJ-vs = 92. 

§ 9. We now suppose all quadratic surfaces F2 of space to be 
projectively represented on the points of a linear nine-dimensional 

space R9' 
The system of the ooS degenerations 1jJ is represented on a six~ 

dimensional cardinal space 62:10 of the degree ten. as through any six 
points there pass ten pairs of planes. 62:10 contains a system S of 00

3 

linear three~dimensional spaces. Any space of S is the image of a system 
of 00 5 degenerations 1jJ that have a plane in common. As a rule two 
spaces of S have one point in common. 

The system of the ooS degenerations cp is represented on a linear 
three~dimensional space 2: lying in 62: 10• 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1. . . .. 8) in R9 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a, is represented 
on a cubic eight~dimensional space sQ" in which 62: 10 is single and in 
which 2: is a double space. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on a quadratic eight~dimensional space sQ/ that touches 62:

10 along a 
five~dimensional space of the tenth degree. .2: is single in sQ/ and sQ 
contains a linear six~dimensional double space which is the image of the 
system of the surfaces F2 that contain l. 

The system vS is represented on a curve k92 that cuts 2: in 92 points. 
as there are 92 conics that cut eight given lines. and that does not cut 
62:

10 outside 2:. k92 cuts S 2: / outside 2: in 2.92 - 1.92 = 92 points. 
Hence: v9 = 92. 
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§ 10. The same as the systems f.J-i (i = O. . . .• 7) of quadratic surfaces. 
also the dual systems (/ can be projective1y represented on the points of 
a linear space. In stead of the degeneration cp in this case the dual de
generation X. the quadratic cone. will play a part. By dualising the 
considerations of the preceding § § we find the numbers that have not 
yet been derived in those § §. 




